Ten years ago about 81 percent of the irrigated land in the United States was surface irrigated. Surface irrigated area has increased gradually, but sprinkler irrigated area has increased faster so as to gain about 1 percent of the total area each year. Of all irrigated land in 1975, surface irrigated areas comprised about 73 percent; in 1979, only 68 percent.\(^2\)

The potential for automation of surface irrigation was discussed at the First National Irrigation Symposium where several applicable systems were described. During the subsequent decade considerable mechanization has taken place. Siphon tubes are now used on many fields where the ditch banks were cut previously. Gated pipe has replaced siphon tubes in many cases. Earthen ditches have been replaced by concrete lined channels or by buried pipe systems to reduce seepage and to allow the irrigator to better control his farm water supply.

Automation of surface systems has proceeded slowly since 1970. Research and development have produced several new systems and improved others. Some commercially produced systems have been used on farms in the central plains and the irrigated valleys of the Southwest. However, total use is small and only a few manufacturers or irrigation equipment suppliers promote the sale of automated surface systems or components.

Advances in design procedures for surface irrigation during the past decade include techniques for computer solution of the hydrodynamic equations describing irrigation water advance and recession. Simultaneously, computer techniques have been developed to solve empirical/theoretical systems of equations for practical field use. It is still difficult to measure and describe variables affecting design like intake rates and flow resistance, so the design equations can be used with assurance.

Surface irrigation methods will continue to change as new technology becomes available. The need for more efficient irrigation with low labor and energy consumption will cause changes in methods to continue. Environmental and water conservation considerations will require irrigation systems that operate with little or no surface runoff. Deep percolation will be controlled to conserve water, prevent groundwater contamination, and provide an optimum environment for crop growth, yet provide the leaching required to maintain salt balance in the root zone. Mechanization and automation will continue to develop, not only to reduce labor requirements, but also to ensure that irrigation applications are made at the proper times and in the proper amounts.
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**ADVANCES IN EQUIPMENT AND OPERATING PROCEDURES**

**Tailwater Reuse Systems**

Tailwater-reuse systems are an integral part of many modern, well designed and operated surface-irrigation systems. They allow the use of larger streams with their accompanying runoff, which are necessary for high water distribution uniformity, especially for net water applications of 50 to 80 mm. The collection and reuse of tailwater reduces the demand on available water supplies through increased water application efficiencies. At the same time, energy use for pumping from wells is reduced because pumping lift is much less from tailwater reservoirs than from deep wells. Tailwater-reuse systems prevent damage to the adjacent property by irrigation tailwater and make it possible to meet regulations that prohibit runoff from leaving irrigated farms. If fertilizer or other chemicals are distributed in irrigation water or, if the irrigation stream erodes and transport sediment, the reuse system prevents nutrients or pollutants from leaving the farm. Fischbach and Somerhalder (1971) obtained an average uniformity coefficient of 92 percent, while applying 50 mm irrigations, by graded furrows using a tailwater-reuse system. Water application efficiencies were 65 percent without a reuse system and 92 percent with one.

A tailwater-reuse system includes drainage ditches to collect tailwater and convey it to the storage facility, a reservoir to retain tailwater for later use, and a pumping plant and pipeline to deliver tailwater either to the head end of the field from which it is generated, or to another field. Section 13.8 of the ASAE Irrigation Monograph (1981) describes planning and design procedures for reuse systems. The section contains up-to-date methods for: (1) planning operational procedures, (2) designing pumps and sumps, (3) sizing reservoirs, (4) estimating runoff rates and volumes and (5) handling sediment, trash and storm runoff safely.

Information on reuse system design is also available in the ASAE Engineering Practice "Design and Installation of Surface Irrigation Reuse Systems."\(^1\)

**Automation**

Advances in automation hardware during the past decade were limited. However, there have been improvements in controllers and in mechanisms to release flows from valves and gates.

Use of microprocessors and other solid-state electronic equipment in controller design is especially promising. Microprocessors can provide improved capability for individual irrigation station control, variable time periods (including cutback and surge flow control), lower power requirement, and sensor input, such as using weather and soil moisture data to determine need for irrigation and then automatically start the irrigation process. Duke, et al. (1978) developed a microprocessor controller that stops irrigation after a programmed volume of water has been applied. Solar and wind-powered genera-
tors can be used to operate such controllers where conventional electrical power is not available.

Descriptions of the state-of-the-art of surface irrigation automation systems are contained in Section 13.9 of the ASAE Irrigation Monograph. Advances made during the past decade include the development, refinement, and commercial production of valves for use in automated surface systems including O-ring, pillow disc, pneumatic and water operated valves, Fig. 1. Pneumatically operated lift gates and tile outlet discharge controls are being used to automate level basins in the Southwestern U.S. Commercially produced traveling-dam irrigators have come in general use in some areas. Improvements were made in drop open and drop closed gates. Progress has been made toward the development of single pipe conveyance/distribution systems.

Trash screens

Clean water is essential for automated irrigation systems and trash screens are usually required. Newly developed trash screens include a commercially manufactured unit[1] and a wheel-type screen reported by Humpherys (1979).

Energy dissipation in gated pipes

Design criteria for orifice plates used to dissipate excess energy in gated pipe systems was presented by Humpherys (1979). Design information for butterfly valves was also obtained. Energy dissipation should be avoided in pump pressurized systems to minimize energy consumption.

Plastic Gated Pipe

Two new types of plastic pipe, flexible and rigid, can be gated to distribute irrigation water to crops. The flexible pipe falls flat when not under pressure. Since the pipe does not become round under the low pressures at which it operates, transmission capacity is considerably less than for rigid pipe of the same diameter. Flow capacities for the commonly available sizes of flexible plastic pipe range from 15 to 170 L/s at a hydraulic gradient of 0.003.

Flexible plastic pipe can follow the contours of most field boundaries or turn 90° corners with a radius of only a few meters. Gates are installed by the irrigator where necessary after the pipe has been laid and partly inflated by filling with water, Fig. 2. Flexible plastic pipe is normally intended to last only a single season. The plastic decomposes rapidly and is often plowed into the soil before the next irrigation season.

Inhibitors in Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) compounds to prevent solar radiation damage have made it possible to use rigid PVC pipe for aboveground application. Several manufacturers sell such pipe in sizes that can be used interchangeably with aluminum gated pipe. Except for difference in weight and appearance, the pipe functions identically to aluminum gated pipe. fiberglass irritation pipe, which can be gated, has also been developed.

Laser-Leveling

The use of lasers to control earth-moving equipment was developed by USDA in the Midwest to aid in laying buried drains with a uniform gradient. This concept has recently been expanded for precision leveling or grading of irrigated fields. A laser-generated plane of light parallel to the desired finished soil surface can guide one or more pieces of earthmoving equipment, Fig. 3. Precision of the laser beam is such that a single transmitter can provide the reference plane for a radius of about 300 m.

A sensor on the earthmover maintains the cutting blade at a constant distance below the laser plane. Much initial surveying, cut and fill calculating, and checking of elevations can be eliminated by using laser-leveling. The resulting job is usually more precise than that achieved by conventional techniques. Dedrick (1979) indicated that 80 percent of the measured points were within 15 mm of the desired elevation on a 4 ha field in Arizona. Similar but conventionally leveled basins had as few as 50 percent of the measured points within that tolerance. The more precise field surface attainable with laser-leveling makes irrigation streams easier to control, increases irrigation uniformity and, on level basin systems, allows the uniform distribution of water that makes such systems practical.

Application of Chemicals in the Irrigation Water

Two general requirements for effective application of chemicals in irrigation water are (1) infiltration of the water over the field surface must be very uniform and (2) deep percolation and surface runoff must be small. Two currently used surface-irrigation systems meet the conditions for effective chemical application — graded furrows with tail water reuse facilities and
level basins. The chemicals, such as water-soluble nutrients, are dissolved in a tank adjacent to the irrigation water supply. The solution is then pumped or siphoned into the supply at a rate such that all sets on the field receive equal chemical application. Nitrogen fertilizers in water soluble forms are particularly well-suited for this method of application. Herbicide application in surface systems is being studied, but has not yet progressed to the point of general use.

CONCEPTS FOR IMPROVED SURFACE IRRIGATION

Multiset Irrigation

In recent years, a multiset irrigation system has been under development in Idaho (Rasmussen, et al, 1973). In its present form (Worstell, 1979), the multiset system consists of several shallowly buried pipelines at regular intervals across the field. Water is supplied to each furrow from each of these pipelines, thus breaking up a long length of run into two or more short runs. The small streams, introduced at several points in the furrow to minimize erosion, achieve more nearly uniform intake opportunity time for the entire field, and reduce surface runoff. The buried pipelines allow most normal tillage and cultural operations without restriction. Some difficulty has occurred in establishing the proper furrow flows because water does not always readily move upward from the pipe openings to the furrow channels. Current research is concerned with developing practical methods of introducing water from buried lines to each furrow with the required precision.

Automatic Cut-back

Cut-back, graded furrow irrigation to increase infiltration uniformity and reduce runoff has been a recommended procedure for several years. In such systems, streams are introduced to the furrow at or near the maximum nonerosive flow rate. Then, when water nears the far end of the furrow, the stream size is reduced so only small amounts of surface runoff occur. Manual cut-back systems have not been popular, because they require extra labor to adjust flows from gated pipe of siphon tubes and because reducing furrow stream leaves excess water in the supply channel to be wasted or used to start a small number of new furrows. Three methods of cutback furrow irrigation, as well as the possibility for automation, are described in Section 13.9.2 of the ASAE Irrigation Monograph.

Surge Flow for Automatic Irrigation

To overcome the difficulties in achieving cutback furrow irrigation with existing automation components, Stringham and Keller (1979) conceived a technique of "surging" furrow flows by short-term opening and closing of valves supplying water to the furrows. The concept is to "cut back time," rather than flow rate. An initial application rate is applied (in short surges) for 50 percent of the application time is assumed to have an effect similar to a stream equal to one-half the flow applied continuously for the same interval. Such surging flows could then replace cutback streams to minimize runoff after initial continuous streams have advanced the length of a set of furrows.

In field studies, surged flows advanced down furrows faster than the same size furrow streams applied continuously, thus even greater advantages are seen. If tests confirm the advantages of surged flows, the benefits in improved furrow irrigation water-application efficiencies could be significant. Effects of surges on intake rates, intake distribution, erosion, and optimum surge times are yet to be determined.

Traveling Low Energy Irrigator

Irrigation systems recently have been developed that do not fit neatly into the traditional categories of surface, sprinkler, or trickle. The Low Energy Precision Applicator (LEPA) is one such system (Lyle and Bordovsky, 1979). The mechanical portion of this system resembles in many respects a linear move, self-propelled, sprinkler system. A lateral pipe, supported on towers, moves slowly across the field being irrigated. Water is supplied through a flexible hose to the lateral or a low pressure underground pipe. Water travels from the lateral pipe through manifolds to a drop tube and emitter for each furrow, where it is discharged about 6 cm above the ground surface.

An essential feature of this system is treatment of the field surface to form micro-basins (each 1 to 10 m long) in each furrow. Usually water is applied at rates that exceed the soil-intake rate, it is ponded near the point of application until infiltration is complete. Furthermore, all but the largest areas are held on the field, reducing irrigation requirements to a minimum. Center pivot sprinklers are being modified in Arizona, to develop similar irrigators, Fig. 4.

Waste Water Application

Surface irrigation satisfies an important economic function when it can be used for effective disposal or recycling of waste waters. Water-quality control agencies are stressing the need to apply municipal waste to the land, rather than discharging them into flowing streams. Likewise, discharge restrictions imposed by regulatory agencies on feed lot waste make application to crop or pasture lands one of the few acceptable alternatives. The nutrients in many waste waters can be reclaimed when they are applied as the irrigation supply to agricultural lands.

Important characteristics of surface irrigation systems for waste water application resemble those of any other highly efficient surface system. Water must be uniformly applied, surface runoff eliminated, and percolation depths closely controlled to avoid groundwater pollution. Thus, graded surface systems should be used only if tailwater is collected and recycled. Level basin systems prevent surface runoff and can be designed to provide the control and uniformity of application necessary using waste waters. The large irrigation systems desirable for level basin systems also facilitate the passage of large solid particles through the system and on to the land without plugging pipe gates or other restrictions in the delivery system. Significant advances have been made during the past decade in the design and operation of surface irrigation systems for waste water application.

On-farm Water Storage

For efficient irrigation, the irrigation supply flow rate often needs to be greater than that commonly available, especially where farms receive a continuous surface water delivery from the irrigation district or from
low-yielding wells. On-farm reservoirs are increasingly being used to store small flows and release them as larger flows within a shorter time interval to allow greater flexibility of water use and to save labor. Such reservoirs need to be carefully designed, with their size based on the optimum irrigation stream size and the rate of water delivery to the farm. If the reservoirs are located in permeable soils, they must be lined, chemically treated or compacted to prevent large seepage losses. Surface area should be minimized to reduce evaporation. On-farm water-storage reservoirs can also be used effectively with tailwater recovery systems.

Level-Top Ditches

Level-top ditches allow the irrigation stream size to vary in time without requiring manually adjusted control structures on the ditch. Automated controls can then be used to either accept or completely stop inflow to the farm. Such systems, described by Merriam (1977), are in common usage in North Africa. Each reach of the ditch is level or near level so water, choking the stream as it flows into the reach, ponds all the way to the upstream end. Automatic gates, at the upstream end of each reach, maintain a constant water-surface elevation. An on-farm reservoir, such as described previously, may be used to continuously receive water from the primary supply and release it, when needed, to the level top ditch system. With the level top ditch, for instance, cutback irrigation can be used without concern for the difference in flow rate needed for the initial supply and the cutback supply to an irrigation set. Different supply rates can be provided as necessary to row crops or close-growing crops, to sets with different soil intake characteristics require different inflows. Water can be released to the fields from the level top ditches by manual or automated gates or turnouts.

The same concept of flexibility in flow rates and times can be used with buried pipelines, instead of open ditches. Water is drawn from the reservoir at the same rate as released from the pipe to the fields. Float valves in risers on the pipe line limit the pressure in each reach (Merriam, 1974). If the buried pipeline is supplied from a reach of open ditch, automatic gates are again required to prevent water in the ditch from overtopping when pipeline discharge is decreased.

Level-top ditches are used most economically where land slopes are low, so that long reaches of ditches can be constructed at constant elevation and few automatic regulating devices are required.

Furrow Intake Control

A major difficulty in achieving uniform, efficient surface irrigation results from differences in intake rates in "packed" furrows (those where tractor wheels have run, compacting the soil) and "unpacked" furrows. Since streams advance much more rapidly in the packed furrows, runoff can be considerable whereas in the unpacked furrows streams advance slowly. Several solutions are available to at least partially improve irrigation applications.

If soils are not extremely sandy, only every other furrow may be irrigated. For typical row spacings, lateral movement of water in the soil distributes infiltrated water adequately. In heavier soils, only the unpacked furrows may be advanced to take advantage of their higher infiltration rates. In medium-textured soils, packed and unpacked furrows may be used for successive irrigations.

Furrow compaction and resistance to flow can be modified by using specially shaped cultivator shovels or attachments that compress the soil near the surface and smooth the furrow wall. Such an operation requires little tillage energy over and above the usual furrowing and cultivating. It can be especially useful in obtaining rapid rates of advance where furrows are unusually rough, slope is low, or the available furrow stream is small.
CONCLUSIONS

We have briefly described several surface-irrigation developments during the past decade. Some of these developments will make possible a more rational design of surface irrigation in the future and allow prediction of the effects of changes in stream size, soil characteristics, and field length on irrigation performance. Other developments are in the nature of improved hardware that will allow high efficiencies to be attained while, at the same time, reducing the labor requirement. In total, these developments permit many existing surface irrigation systems to be upgraded. Surface irrigation can be considered an efficient, low energy requirement alternative to other irrigation methods for present and future irrigated lands.
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